中 国 肺 癌 杂 志 2 0 1 0 年 5 月 第 1 3 卷 第 5 期 C h i n J L u n g C a n c e r, M ay 2 0 1 0 , Vo l . proved advanced NSCLC were enrolled in this dynamic first pass volume-based CT perfusion (CTP) study (8×5 mm collimation), and they underwent the second scan within 24 h. According to the longest diameters, those patients were classified to ≤3 cm and >3 cm groups, and each group had 7 patients. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and Bland-Altman statistics were used to evaluate the reproducibility of CTP imaging. Results In both groups of advanced NSCLC, the reproducibility with BF, BV, and PS values were good (ICC >0.75 for all), but mean transit time (MTT) values. For advanced NSCLC (≤3 cm), repeatability coefficient (RC) values with blood flow (BF), blood volume (BV), MTT and permeability surface area product (PS) values were 56%, 45%, 114%, and 78%, respectively, and the 95% change intervals of RC were -39%-53%, -29%-62%, -83%-145%, and -57%-98%, respectively. For advanced NSCLC (>3 cm), those values were 46%, 30%, 59%, and 33%, respectively, and the 95% change intervals of RC were -48%-45%, -33%-26%, -54%-64%, and -18%-48%. Conclusion There is greater reproducibility of tumor size >3 cm than that of ≤3 cm. BF and BV could be addressed for reliable clinical application in antiangiogenesis therapeutic monitoring with advanced NSCLC patients.
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的差值与均数间均无相关性，P值均>0.05。BF、BV、
MTT、PS值均不需经自然对数转换，可直接行Bland- represent 95%LA, which define range within which most differences between repeated BV measurements made on the same subject will lie. There was an obvious outlier, and the most variant difference is 0.6 mL/100g, related to average of 4.4 mL/100g in the line of 95%LA, so the reproducibility can be acceptable (B). variation limits of the second PS value is between -57% decreasingly and 98% increasingly, compared to the first scan. The second measurement can be thought different, only if which exceed the 95% LA interval, and the most variant point in the interval is 98% increasingly, so for antiangiogesis therapeutic assessment, the repeatability can not be acceptable (B) . was performed, CTP didn't cover the whole tumor, owing to the different breath holding. The CTP parameters varied much: the second PS value was 95% increasingly, the MTT value was 153% increasingly, the BV value was 28% increasingly, and the BF value decreasingly 27%, compared with the first CT scan. In the first CTP, the BV value was 3.46 mL/100g, the BF value was 87.47 mL•min
, the MTT value was 3.11 s, and the PS value was 11.75 mL•min -1
•100g -1 (A). In the second CTP, the BV value was 4.44 mL/100g, the BF value was 64.10 mL•min -1
•100g 
